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inherent in most'*! So I change my subject and fly to
Max Beerbohm's delightful caricatures which we all went
to see on Thursday	one of E. Winton in a group of
Socialists who " wish the proletariat would only treat them
as mere visionaries again "! I hope they won't have shut
up when you return.
Tardebigge Vicarage,
Bromsgrove
From Rev. F. G. Elkrton	September 6, 1921
. . . You kept me up late the other night reading your
Milton. Frightfully good and with a great deal of that
" inevitability "—that sense of it which the reader some-
times has—which is the hallmark of first-rate criticism.
Colvin always—yes, I think always—has it and lulls my
combative instincts to sleep. You often, or almost usually,
do. Mat. does jiot, to say nothing of the ruck of critics.
The chief bone I pick is that you don't say enough about
Comus> nor, to my mind, praise it properly, i.e., the right
parts of it. The earlier part, me judice, is far finer than
the Sabrina, etc*, which I think a little bit fells off Of
course you wanted to bring out Samson and you do it
finely. But as the matter in question, after all, is poetry,
you ought not to leave the impression, as you would on
the mind of the intelligent secondary schoolboy, that
there is more poetry in Samson than in Comus. There
isn't. More Milton, no doubt, but not more sheer poetry.
As for Lycidas. (i) I yield to nobody in my perfect love
for it, (2) and I agree about the nonsense people usually
talk about plagiarism—mostly entire rubbish. But I think
no one with any poetic sense could deny that not only
phrases and situation are tremendously taken from the
Eclogues (and Georgics) but that the ?0o? is too—and
that is a kind of plagiarism which is less defensible. Still,
in spite of all the caipings, Lycidas remains supreme* By
the way, you oddty confuse in your words the Hymn
and the Ode. Careless, careless! Otherwise it is really

